Learning Map

A learning map, also sometimes referred to as a scope and sequence, is a tool educators use to organize their course content into a logical sequence. A creative learning map can use a combination of key words, images and graphics to depict the journey of learning and discovery the course will cover. As young people are learning, the learning sometimes feels choppy. While we know most topics are extremely dynamic and can be viewed from multiple perspectives, or have multiple applications, as we teach we create linear lessons. A learning map helps convey the complexity and interconnectedness of various themes so young people can see how an early theme will inform their understanding of a later topic. Seeing how their early learning will contribute to later hands-on projects can help build their motivation to engage in the early content matter.
Learning Map
Food Is My Fuel

Community Building
- Building Relationships
- Group Agreements

Nutrition
- Food is My Fuel
- Sugar Facts
- My “Naturally” Sweet Tooth
- Balance My Plate
- Jack and the Giant Beanstalk

Culinary Champ Cook Off
- Is Our Garden Growing
- Becoming a Culinary Apprentice
- The Culinary Artist
- Food Mashup Master
- Playing for My Health
- Make the Best of It

Leaders of Today
- It’s Youth Led
- Food for Thought
- Looking Back to Look Forward
- Let’s Celebrate